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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper, let he functions f the form 
m 
qqz)=c,z- 1 c,zn cc, >0, c, b 01, 
n=2 
and 
ll/(z)=d,z- f L& ”(d, >o, d,>O) 
n=2 
be regular nd univalent i  he unit disc U= {z : Iz( < 1); and let 
fJz)=Y+ f u,)Zn (U,i>O, U ,j3°)3 
n=l 
g(z)=?+ f. b,,z” (b, > 0, b, 3 Oh 
n=l 
and 
g,(z)=++ f b,,,z” (b,j>O, bn,,aO) 
“=i 
be regular nd univalent i  he punctured disc D = {z : 0 -C Iz1 < 1). 
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Let ST,*(a) nd K,(a) denote the classes of functions b(z) which satisfy 
Wz4’W&)~ > CI and Re( 1 + z$“(z)/#‘(z)} > c( respectively, wherezE U 
and 0 6 c( d 1. Clearly, the functions i  ST,*(a) nd K,(M) are starlike 
univalent a dconvex univalent of order CI, respectively in U. 
Denote by C S,*(a) nd C K,(a), the classes offunctions f(z) which 
satisfy respectively the conditions Re{-zf“(z)/‘(z)} > a and Re{ - (1 + 
zf”(z)/“(z))} > c( for z E D and 0 ,< CY < 1. The functions i  2 S,*(a) nd 
C K,(a) are clearly meromorphic starlike univalent and meromorphic 
convex univalent of order c(, respectively in D. 
The quasi-Hadamard p oduct of two or more functions ha recently 
been defined and used by Owa [3, 4, 51, Kumar [l, 21, and others. 
Accordingly, the quasi-Hadamard product oftwo functions d(z) and $(z) 
is given by 
cj *lj(z)=c,d,z- f c,,d,z”. 
n=2 
Let us define the Hadamard product oftwo functions f(z) and g(z) by 
f* g(z)=*+ f a,b,z”. 
Similarly, we can define the 
tions. 
i n= I 
Hadamard product of more than two func- 
Silverman [6] proved that d(z) ES7’,*(a) if nd only if 
,,;, C(n-~)&J6(1-Goa,; 
and &z)~K,,(a) if and only if 
f [n(n-a)a,]<(l-cc)a,. 
n=2 
Using similar arguments a given by Silverman [6] we can easily prove 
the following a alogous results for functions i  C S,*(a) nd C K,(E). 
Afunctionf(z)E~ S,*(a) ifand only if 
J, C(~+GoGl6(1-~)~0; 
and f (z) EC K,(a) if and only if 
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Recently, Kumar [2] has introduced an interesting class ofregular func- 
tions in U. According tohim, afunction d(z) ES,*(U) ifand only if 
where 0< a < 1 and k is any fixed nonnegative real number. 
Evidently, S,*(cc) E ST,*(a) nd S:(a) =K,(U). Further, S,*(a) c S,*(U) if
k > h 3 0. Whence it follows that he functions i  S,*(N) are starlike of order 
CI, for all k>O. He obtained some results concerning quasi-Hadamard 
product ofunivalent functions a dhas shown that his results improve the 
corresponding results of Owa [S] and are more inclusive as well as more 
applicable. 
Since to a certain extent the work in the meromorphic univalent case has 
paralleled that of regular univalent case, one is tempted to search results 
analogous toKumar [2] for meromorphic univalent functions i  D. Thus 
we introduce thfollowing class ofmeromorphic univalent functions i  D. 
A functionf(z)ECz(x) if and only if 
where 0< CI < 1 and k is any fixed nonnegative real number. 
Evidently, C:(a) =C S,*(N) and Cf(cc) = C K,(U). Further, x$(a) c
C~(CL) if k> h 20, the containment being proper. Whence it follows that 
the functions i  Ct(c() are meromorphically starlike of order a, for all 
k b 0. Moreover, for any positive nteger k, we have the following clusive 
relation 
;* (a)c I*(a)c ... 
k-l 
We also note that for every nonnegative real number k, the class X$(N) is 
nonempty as the functions f the form 
where 0<a < 1, a, > 0, I, > 0 and C,“= I1, d 1, satisfy theinequality (1). 
The objective of this paper is to establish certain results concerning the
Hadamard product of meromorphic univalent functions analogous to
Kumar [2]. It is interesting o note that our results arevalid for the usual 
“Hadamard product” while Kumar [2] used in his results “quasi- 
Hadamard product” instead ofthe usual “Hadamard product.” 
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2. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. For each i = 1,2, .. m, let he functionsfi(z) belong to the 
classes C S,*(cri), espectively. Then,the Hadamardproductf, * i* . + ’ * f,(z) 
belongs to the class Cf- ,(cr*), where IX* = max{ol,, c1*, . .IX,}. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that 
co 
x[ n n=l 
m-‘(n+a*) fi a~,i]<(l-~*)~~,aO.i. 
i= 1 
Without loss of generality we may assume that c1* =CI,,, 
Since fi(z) EC S,*(q), we have 
f C(n+ai)a,,il<(l-ai)ao,il 
n=l 
for every i= 1,2, .. m. Therefore, 
and hence 
1 -Ci. 
Q,iG 
( ) 
I a 
n + C(~ 
O,Z? 
for every i= 1, 2, . . m. 
Using (3) for i= 1, 2,..., m - 1, and (2) for i= m, we obtain 
f [n”-‘( n+CX*) fi a,i 
?I=1 i= 1 1 
< f nmel(n +a*) n=l [ ( ndcm-" p,l QOJ) a"?] m-l 
= ;!I ao,j f C(n+a,) 4.J ( > n=l 
6 (1 --a*) fj ao,i. 
i= 1 
Hence fi * fi * ...*fm(z)EC;-l (a*). 
(2) 
(3) 
THEOREM 2. For each i = 1,2, .. m, let he functions fi(z) belong to the 
classes C K,(cr,), respectively. Then,the Hadamardproduct fi *f2 * . . . * f,,,(z) 
belongs to the class C;,,-,(c(*), where c1* =max{a,, CI~, . .IX,]. 
409/157/l-2 
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ProoJ Without loss of generality we may 
fi(z) EC Ko(ai), we have 
f [n(n+ai)a,,j]<(1- 
II =I 
, 
for every i= 1, 2, . . m. Therefore, 
xi) aO.t, 
a,q, n(n + a,) Ia,. i 
assume that CI* =a,. Since 
(4) 
and hence 
for every i= 1,2, .. m. 
Using (5) for i= 1, 2, . . m - 1, and (4) for i= m, we obtain 
n2”-‘(n+a*) f afi,,] 
I=1 
(5) 
<f 
n=l [ 
n2m-‘(n +a*) (np2cme1)~~,’ aur) an,m] 
m-1 
= ,TsI, a, , nT, Cn(n + a,) a,.,1 ( 1 
<(l -a*) fi aO,i. 
i=l 
Hencef, *f2*...*fm(~)~C*2m .,(a). 
THEOREM 3. For each i = 1,2, .. m, let he functions fj(z) belong to the 
classes C S$(cli), respectively; and for each j= 1,2, ..,, q let the functions 
gj(z) belong to the classes C K,(/?,), respectively. Then, the Hadamard 
product fi * f2 * “. * f, * g, * g2 * . . . * g,(z) belongs to the class 
Cf + 2y - 1 (Y ), where 
y = max{a,, a2, . . a,, PI, B2, . . P,}. (6) 
Proof. Since f;(z) E c ,!?$(a;), the inequalities (2) and (3) hold for every 
i = 1, 2, . . m. Further, since g,(z) E C K,(p,), we have 
C, Cn(n +PI) b,,il G (I- Bj) ho, i’ (7) 
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Therefore, foreach j= 1, 2, . . q, 
b,,id n ‘bo,,. (8) 
From (6) it follows that either y=max{a,, LX*, . .a,} or y= 
max{B1, b2, . . a,>. 
Case I. If y = max{cc,, a2, . . ct,,,}, without loss of generality we may 
assume y= CI,. Then, using (3) for i= 1, 2, . . m- 1; (8) for j= 1, 2, . . q; 
and (2) for i= m, we obtain 
WI 
n”‘2Yp1(n+y) n a,,i i b,,, 
i= I j= I 1 
m Y 
d (1 -Y) n ao,i rI bo,,. 
r=l j= 1 
Case II. If y = max{/?,, P2, . . p,}, without loss of generality we may 
assume y=py. Then, using (3) for i= 1, 2, . . m; (8) for j= 1, 2, . . q- 1; 
and (7) for j= q, we obtain 
m 
xF 
rPfZY-‘(n+y) f a,,j i b,,j 
)I= I i=l /=I 1 
6 f 
I, =I i 
n”+2Y-I(n+y) np3.-2(Y~l) 
( 
fI, a, i ‘fi’ ho, i> b,,,] 
,=I 
= (,fi, a ,, l!: h,.,) ? Cn(n +B,) L,l 
n=l 
W7 4 
G (1 -Y) nao,i n ho,,. 
,=I i= I 
Hence, in both cases we conclude that 
fi *.f2*...*fm* g1* &!2*...* g,(Z)E c* (Y). 
m+2y- I 
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